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Mathematical theory of defects 

Part I. Statics 

E. KOSSECKA (WARSZAWA) 

THE BASIC formulations of the theory of defects in the infinite, linearly elastic continuum are 
discussed. The point of departure is the displacement description and the theory of surface 
defects, which are represented by the elastic potentials of a double layer. The corresponding 
to it total distortion field splits up into its regular part, called elastic and singular part, called 
plastic or initiaJ. The elastic stress field satisfies the equilibrium equation u;k,k = 0, which is the 
point of departure for the theory of initial deformations. Next we discuss the theory of dislOca
tions, formulated with the help of elastic distortion field and the theory of discJinations formula .. 
ted with the help of elastic strain and elastic bend-twist tensor. The tral)sit~on to the general 
incompatibility problem is demonstrated together with the solution for an arbitrary anisotropy 
of the medium. 

Om6wione Si\ podstawowe sformulowania teorii defekt6w w nieskonczonym kontinuum lin.iowo 
spr~zystym. Punktem wyjscia jest opis przemieszczeniowy· i teoria defekt6w powierzchniowycb, 
kt6re Sil opisywane przez spr~zyste potencjaly warstwy podw6jnej. Odpowiadajilce iin calkoWite 
pole dystorsji rozbija si~ na cz~ regularnil zwanil spr~zystil i cz~sc osobliwil, zwanil plastycznil 
Jub wst~pnil. Spr~zyste pole napr~i.en defektu powierzchniowego spelnia r6wnanie r6wnowagi 
CTjk,k = 0, kt6re jest punktem wyjScia dla teorii deformacji wst~pnych. Na8t~pnie om6wiona 
jest teoria dyslokacji sformulowana przy ufyciu pola dystorsji spr~zystej i teoria dysklinacji 
sformulowana przy uzyciu tensora odksztalcenia spr~zystego i tensora gi~tno-skr~tnego. Poka
zane jest przej8cie do 0$6lnego problemu niezgodno8ci i jego formalne rozwiilzanie dJa dowolnej 
anizotropii. 

06cy>K~eHbi OCHOBHbie $<>pMyJIHpOBKH TeOpHH ~e<!>eKTOB B 6eCKOHetmOM JIHHeiiHO ynpyrOM 
KOH'fiiHYYM. liCXOAHOii TO'IKOH .RBJUIIOTC.fl OIIHcaHHe B nepeMememmx H TeOpHH noBepx
HOCTHbiX J(e<!>eKTOB, KOTOpbie onucbiBaJOTC.fl ynpyrHMH noTeHIUiaJiaMH J(BoiiHoro CJIO.fl. Ome
'laiOIIUie HM nomme none AHCTOPCHii p836HBaeTCH Ha peryJI.fiPHyiO 'lacn., uaabmaeMyro ynpy
roii, H oco6yro 'lacn., H83b1BaeMyro nnacruqeCKoit HJIH BcrynHTeJILHoii. Ynpyroe none HanpH
meHHii noBepXHOCTHOrO ~e4>fKTa YJ(OBneTBOpHeT yp8BHeHHIO paBHOBeCIUI UiJc,l: = 0, KOTOpoe 
.fiBJI.fleTC.fl HCXO~Oii 'l'O'lKOii J(JI.fl TeOpHH Ha'Iam.HbiX J(e<!>opM~. 3aTeM oocy~eHa Teo
pH.fl J(HCJIOK~m, c<l>opMyJIHpOBaBHa.fl npH HCUOJIL30B8.HHH UOJI.fl ynpyroii ,lUICTOpCHH H Teo
pH.fl J(HCKJIHHainrlf, c<l>opMyJIHpOBaBHa.fl npH HCUOJIL30B8.HHH TeH30pa ynpyroii ~e<!>opMa~H 
H H3ru6Ho-Kpyqamero TeH30pa. IIoKaaaH nepexo~ 1< o6meii 38J(a'IH uecoBMeCTHocru H ee <l>op
Mam.uoe pemeHHe J(JI.fl npoH3BOm.Hoii aHH30TponHH. 

1. Introduction 

THE AIM of this work is to demonstrate relations between different formulations of the 
theory of defects. We shall consider defects in the linearly elastic, homogeneous, infinite 
medium. We shall discuss in principle those formulations of the theory which are applicable 
to the theory of dislocations and disclinations. Special methods of the two--dimensional 
crack theory will be omitted. We shall apply generalized functions technique. 

In every formulation, the theory breaks up into geometrical conditions, which are at 
the same time the constraints equations and the methods of solution of the equilibrium 
equations, which result from the theory of elasticity. 
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996 E. KossECKA 

From the classical theory of elasticity comes the diplacement description, to which 
corresponds the idea of an ideal medium. It is convenient to think of defects as of some 
forced deformations of the ideal medium. Deformations corresponding to defects are 
characterized by the fact that the displacement field u suffers discontinuities on certain 
surfaces inside the medium, called the defects surfaces. The discontinuous u field we treat 
further as a generalized function. ·The total distortion field u1,1:, which corresponds to 
a defect in the displacement description, breaks up into its regular part ~ and singular 
part ~' the latter having the character of a delta function concentrated on the defects sur
face. In the same way the total strain U<t,k> breaks up into its regular part e and singular 
part e. The regular part of strain, and the stress field corresponding to it, always have 
a good physical interpretation; this is the elastic field corresponding to a defect. The sin
gular part of strain has an interpretation of initial strain, in the theory of defects we call 
it plastic strain. The regular part of distortion field ~' called the elastic distortion, has 
a good physical interpretation in the case of dislocations. This suggests the description 
applied in the theory of dislocations. We consider not the ideal medium described by 
means of the displacement field u with discontinuities, but the non-ideal medium described 
by the field of elastic distortions ~· The field ~ satisfies the constraints equation, which 
formally is a relation between the derivatives of the elastic distortion ~ and plastic distortion 
~; de facto, it is the field equation which describes the infiuence of the dislocations on the 
field ~· The dislocations distribution is represented by the dislocation density tensor u. 

A slightly different description is to be applied for the medium with disclinations. 
If the disclinations are present in the medium, no uniquely defined elastic distortion field 
exists; the state of elastic deformation is represented by means of elastic strain and what 
is called the elastic bend-twist tensor, which describes the relative rotation of the elements 
of the medium. In the constraints equations, the dislocation density tensor and the discli
nation density tensor appear. 

As already indicated, for a defect of any kind the elastic strain field and elastic stress 
corresponding to it are well defined. For the ideal medium, the strain field satisfies the 
de Saint Venant compatibility equation. For the medium with defects, to which correspond 
plastic strains e, the compatibility equation is not satisfied; instead, we have the constraints 
equations between what are called the incompatibilities of the fields e and e. We can 
thus describe the medium by means of elastic field e to which the incompatibility tensor 
Y1 corresponds. Y1 is connected with the presence of defects in the medium; formally it is 
connected with the presence of plastic strains e. This . approach was formulated by 
E. KRoNER. 

2. The displacement description 

2.1. Geometry 

It is convenient to consider defects as certain forced deformations of the ideal elastic 
medium. We thus imagine that a defect was introduced into the medium by making a cut 
along some. surface S and forcing some finite relative displacement U of the two faces of 
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the cut. Thus we define a surface defect as a surface of discontinuity of the displacement 
field u. Such a formulation has a clear geometric interpretation. If we use the displacement 
description, any defect is ~ surface defect. A point defect is a limiting case of a defect having 
the close surface converging to a point. 

The displacement field u does not describe the state of the medium. We say that it is 
not the state quantity such as the stress and strain fields. Thus it may occur that in some 
cases it is not uniquely defined. For what are called linear defects, dislocations and discli
nations, the elastic strain field produced in the medium by the defect, depends only on the 
defect line, which is the boundary of the surface S. Such defects are the whole class of the u 
fields having discontinuities on different surfaces with the same boundary. 

In what follows, it will be convenient to assume that the function U admits the exten
sion outside the surface S and can be represented as the function of the surface point ~
The condition of discontinuity of the u field we write in the form: 

(2.1) lluroJI = uro; ~ E s. 
The double bracket denotes here the discontinuity of a function at the point ~ belonging 
to S. The condition (2.1), which we call here the geometric condition, is de facto the de
generate boundary condition. 

Once U is given, the discontinuities of the tangent derivatives of the u field are pre
scribed. In what follows, we shall assume that U is an at least twice differentiable function 
of~- The derivatives of U with respect to ~ we denote by a comma: 

(2.2) 
a 

u,," = a~" u,. 
Let us qefine the operator of tangent differentiation: 

(2.3) 
a a 

D" = a~" -n~;ns a;s , 

where u is the normal vector of the surface S. The geometric compatibility condition 
takes the form: 

(2.4)1 

(2.4h 

2.2. Theory of elasticity 

D" u, = I [u;,k]l- nkl [ns u,,s]l' 

U,,k-ntnsUi,s = l[u,,k]l-ntnsl[u,,s]l. 

We have now to construct the displacement field corresponding to a defect in a linearly 
elastic, infinite medium. 

The medium, when acted upon by a force density X(:~), obeys the static Lame equa

tion C): 

(2.5) 
a 

V"=--, 
axk 

( 1 ) For the derivatives of the functions depending on x or x-C we shall apply both denotations: f,t 
and V k f; they denote always the differentiation with respect to XkJ only for the functions of~, f.t denotes 
the differentiation with respect to ck. 
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998 E. KOSSECKA 

We accept force densities as being ge~eralized functions. c is the tensor of elastic moduli 
of the medium. The particular solution of (2.5) has the form: 

(2.6) 

where G is the basic solution or the Green tensor of the Lame equation: 

(2.7) CrtdmVk V~GJl = - ~IJ ~3(x). 

The star in (2.6) denotes the convolution with respect to the three spatial variables. 
For the isotropic medium: 

r = lxl, 

.A. and fl are the Lame constants. 
Similarly as for the Laplace equation, for the static Lame equation we have two im

portant solutions called the elastic potential of a single and double layer. The theory of 
these potentials has been worked out by W. D. KUPRADSB [1], the applications to the de· 
fects theory having been elucidated by H. ZoRSKI [2], see also the author's papers [3, 4, 5]. 
The role of the function 1 f4nr is played by G, the role of the normal derivative · by the 
operator 

(2.9) 

t,,u, is the stress vector acting on the surface S. The potential of a double layer has the 
form: 

(2.10) Ut = - J dsb U,c,brsVsGir• 
s 

The above expression has the following properties: 

l[u,]l = U1, 

l[t,,u,]l = 0. 

We assume the potential of a double layer to describe a defect. The condition (2.11h
the continuity of the stress vector on the defect's surface-ensures that a defect is a self
equilibrated formation. 

Formally, we can write: 

(2.12) u,G,, * [- J dsbU,c,brsVs~3(x'-~] 
s 

= <1,, * [ -c,brs Vs J dsbUn~3(x' -~]; ; E S. 
s 

We can interpret the expressions in brackets as the force distribution producing the dis
placement field describing a defect. It is constructed of gradients of the delta function 
distributed over the surfaceS, and is thus a surface distribution of double forces. In view 
of the symmetry of the tensor c, it is the selfequilibrated distribution of forces, its resultant 
moment is equal to zero. The resultant force is also equal to zero. Consequently, in the 
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displacement description, the single static defect is equivalent to the selfequilibrated distri· 
bution of double forces X: 

(2.13)1 Xr = - J dsgrs<;}Vs~3(x-;); ; e S, 
s 

(2.13h 

This question was discussed in detail in [5]. 
Taking into account the condition (2.11h and the geometric compatibility condition, 

we can calculate the normal derivative of the u field as a function of the derivatives of U. 
From the condition 

(2.14) 

we calculate: 

(2.15) 

0 = l[nbcnbrsUr,s]l = nbcnbrs{DsUr+n,nkl][ur,k]l} 

= nbcnbrs U<r,s> +cnbrsnbns { -n" Ur,k +nkl [ur,k]l}, 

where the structure of the tensor gum depends on the structure of c. Hence the disconti
nuity of the distortion field u1,k: 

(2.16)1 

(2.16)2 

(2.16h 

l[ut,Jc]l = Ut,k+nkgilmU(I,m)' 

I [u<t,k>ll = [~~~~km +n<kg,>,ml u<,,m>, 

I [u[l,k]]l = U[i,k] +n[kgi]lm U(l,m). 

The strain and stress fields are thus continuous through the surface if U is a constant 
vector or if U<t,k> = 0. These two cases realise the dislocations and disclinations. Discli
nations are also called Volterra dislocations of the second kind (see [7, SD. Dislocation 
is characterised by the constant Burgers vector b: 

(2.17) ui = -b, u,,k = o, l[u,,k]l = o, 
discJination by the constant rotation vector n, and the position vector of the rotation 
axis~: 

(2.18)1 

(2.18h 

Ui = -e,pqD,(Cq-Cq); ; e S, 

u,,k = CjkpfJp, I [u(f,k)]l = 0, I [u[f,k]ll = Cfkp!Jp. 

By way of illustration, we derive now the important formula for the displacement field 
due to a dislocation; it will be represented as the sum of the discontinuous term, being 
the harmonic potential of a double layer, and the continuous term depending on the line 
only. 

Let us introduce the Green potential K satisfying the Poisson equation (see [9]): 

(2.19)1 

(2.19h 

L1Ktr = -G,r, 
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K also satisfies the equation: 

(2.20) 

For the isotropic medium: 

(2.21) K·k = -
1 

- {- c5·k · r + - 1
-, 8np, ' 12 

Then using (2.10), (2.17), (2.19)1 we obtain: 

(2.22) U; = J dsbbnCnbrsVsGir = - J dsbb,c,brs Vs V a VaKir 
s s 

= f [dsb a~ -dsa a~ ]b,c,brsVs VaK;,- f dsab,c,brs Vb Vs V,K,,. 
S a b S 

From (2.20) and the Stokes theorem: 

ea,m L{ ds, a~ f = f dCaf, 
S m L 

(2.23) f [ds" a~ - dsb a~ ] f = ekba f dC,f, 
S l:.b k L 

it follows then that (L is the boundary of S): 

(2.24) 

The second discontinuous term does not give rise to the distortion discontinuity, since 
the derivatives of the harmonic potential of a double layer are continuous through the 
surface; this result is consistent with (2.17). 

3. Elastic and plastic fields 

3.1. Geometry 

It can easily be proved (see (10)) that to a discontinuity U of the displacement field u 
on the surface S corresponds the singularity of the distortion field ~' having the character 
of a delta function concentrated on the surface S. If we represent u1,k as (2) 

(3.1) ul,k = {J;k+Pib 

the singular term ~ is equal: 

(3.2) /Jik = J tkkUi c53(x-;); ~ e S. 
s 

~ is called the initial or plastic distortion corresponding to a defect. The term plastic is 
rather in use in the defect theory. This term is motivated by the fact, that ~ represents 
that part of the deformation which is responsible for the discontinuity of the field u; in 
other words, it is the forced deformation which introduces a defect into the medium. 

e) The denotations Ui,k = Pki+P&:i are in use in many publications. 
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The field ~' which represents the deformation of the medium around the defect surface, 
is called the elastic distortion. 

We introduce also the elastic and plastic strain field : 

(3.3) 

The singular plastic surface distortion corresponding to a surface defect is of a more 
fundamental character than the plastic distortion corresponding to a point defect :pik = 

= -r11 ~3(x-~) (see [11]), the latter can be obtained from the former as a limit case; the 
form of a tensor 't' will depend on the form of a point defect. 

Note also that for line defects the plastic distortion ~ is not uniquely defined. The 
surface S may be understood as a real surface, along which has occured the plastic slip 
giving rise to creation of defect, but it may also be some imaginary surface. It is not de
termined by the actual position of the line of the defect. The quantity ~ may also be de
fined for the continuous distribution of defects, but e'\·en so it will not be determined uni
quely by the distribution. of defects. 

Let us now discuss in detail the case of a dislocation. For a dislocation 

(3.4) ~ik = -hi J dsk~(x-~); ~ e S, 
s 

b is the Burgers vector. 
The notation 

J ds~3(x-~) = ~(S), 
8 

(3.5) 
j dsk ~3(x-~ = n~:ro ~(S), 
s 

is often in use; (see [12, 13]). 

FIG. 1. 

Note that the general expression (3.2) can be understood as a superposition of small 
dislocation loops L1s<n>, each characterized by the Burgers vector - u<,>(Fig. 1): 

(3.6) /Jik = J ds" Ut ~3(x-~ = 2 U/,>n~,>~(L1s<n>). 
S n 

Such a formation is called a Somigliana dislocation. This idea is used when constructing 
what is called a dislocation model of a crack or a low angle grain boundary; we also speak 
of the dislocation model of a disclination. 

From (3.1), we can eliminate the field u by acting with the rotation operator. We ob
tain the following relation: 

(3.7) 
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We introduce the dislocation density tensor «(3): 

(3.8) 

From the definition (3.8) follows that the di\'ergence of « is equal to zero: 

(3.9) CX.tk,k = 0. 

For a single dislocation line L: 

(3.10) 

The components of the tensor « are proportional to the products of the appropriate com
ponents of the Burgers vector and the tangent vector of the dislocation line, moreover « 
is concentrated on the dislocation line; by contrast with ~ it is determined by the actual 
position of the dislocation line. Thus «, not ~ is a good source function of the theory and 
corresponds to the physical quantity-dislocation density. Note that, although (3.8) appears 
to be the definition of« in terms of ~' it is « which is the primary quantity. ~ should be 
so constructed that (3.8) may be satisfied. The tensor « admits generalisation to the case 
of continuous distribution of dislocations. 

The Eq. (3. 7) in the form 

(3.11) f:Jclm v,p,m = CX.u: 

may be understood as the constraints equation for the elastic distortion field~ [14]. We can 
assume now, that ~ itself describes the non-ideal, or in the language of defect theory 
non-compatible medium in a state of elastic deformation. The incompatibility of the 
medium (in terms of ~) describes the Eq. (3.11). Such a medium can be projected to an 
ideal medium only locally, in the areas where « = 0. This approach is close to physical 
reality. 

The constraints equation for ~, called also the Burgers condition, may be derived directly 
by examining the geometric properties of an elastic distortion field around a dislocation 
(see [3, 13D, without making use of the ideas of the u and ~fields. 

However when, in addition, disclinations are present in the medium, the incompatibi
lities are of more complicated nature and ~ is no longer a satisfactory physical quantity 
to describe the medium. (see [16, 17]). From (2.18)2 it follows that the antisymmetric 
part of the distortion field is discontinuous on the disclination surface. We introduce the 
elastic and plastic rotation vectors: 

(3.12)1 
"'·" = "<'·"> +u£l,kJ 

= e,.k-elkawa+eik-eikaWa, 

(3.12h I [eo .. ] I = -D ... 

Since the discontinuity of the rotation vector w is constant over the surface S, its derivatives 
[by analogy with (3.1)] can be represented as the sum of the continuous part which we 
denote by x and the singular part cp: 
(3.13) 

(l) The here defined (I is the transpose of that used in [8, 15, 18, 19]. 
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xis called by de Wit the elastic bend-twist tensor, cp is called by Mura the plastic rotation 
field (see [8, 16])(4 ). The sum of q, and wa,m will be denoted by x-the plastic bend-twist 
tensor: 

(3.14) 
then 

(3.15)1 

(3.15)2 

Ui,km = e;k,m-EikaKam+eik,m- EikaKanu 

Ui,kml = eik,ml- EikaKam,l +eik,ml- Etta Kam,l· 

For a single disclination, the plastic distortion by (3.2), (2.18)2 is: 

(3.16) iJ," = - f dstE;ppp(Cq-Cq)c53(x-~), 
s 

the plastic rotation field, by analogy with (3.1 ), (3.2) is: 

(3.17) ~ik = - J dsk.Qic53(x-~). 
s 

From (3.15)h 2 follow the two constraints equations, being the relations between e, x 
and e, x: 
(3.18)1 

(3.18);z 

and 

(3.19)1 

(3.19):z 

Uf,[lm] = 0, 

Etrm[e,,,,-e,maKDJ] = -elrm[elm,r-EimaXar], 

Uf,A:[ml] = 0, 
0 

e,.rm "-·' = - e,.rm K.,..,, • 

We define the two source quantities: the dislocation density tensor ex and the disclina
tion density tensor 8(5): 

(3.20)1 

(3.20);z 

a.u = - Ea:r. [e,m,l- E1ma ;e41,], 

8 411 = - e,.,m "-.1· 
In terms of ~ and cp, ex and 8 are: 

(3.21)1 

(3.21);z 

C%;1 = -EtlmrPim,r-EimatpDI], 

Oa,. = -E,rmtpam,l· 

From the definitions (3.20) 1,2 , the following compatibility equations fot -ex and 8 follow: 

(3.22)1 Cl;t,k- E;4,8am = 0, 

(3.22h 

For a single disclination line L, from (3.16), (3.17) we obtain: 

(3.23)1 

(3.23h 8111f = f dC,..Qac53(x~~. 
L 

(
4

) The transposes of x and + are used in [8, 16). 
( 5) The transposes of Cl and 8 are used in [8;. 16]. 

S Arch. Mech. Stos. nr 6174 
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Both densities cz and 8 are concentrated on the line only. cz is proportional to the product 
n x ~-~; thus, when the disclination line ~ coincides with the rotation axis, cz is equal 
to zero. The variation of~ with respect to rotation axis is equivalent to the addition of 
a dislocation with the Burgers vector n X & - ~ to the disclination line. If both the 
dislocations and disclinations are simultaneously present in the medium then cz defined 

by (3.21)1 , with ~ understood as due to dislocations and disclinations, is the combined 
dislocation density tensor. When there are no plastic rotations in the medium, the defi
nition (3.21)1 coincides with (3.8). 

3.2. 1beory of elasticity 

Notice first, that the elastic potential of a double layer (2.10) can by (2.12) and (3.4) 
be written as: 

0 

(3.24) u, = G,, * [- Cnbrs v,p,b] = - Gir * Cnbrs V,enb• 

From the above it follows(6
) that: 

(3.25) "'·" = -G,, * Cnbrs Vs V~:Pnb±G,,c,,,s V, v,p,k = 
= G,, * c,.,,, VsLBnk,b- Pnb,Jc] +/Jik' 

or in terms of e: 
(3.26) ui,k = G,T * c,.,,, V,[e,,,"-e""·"l +eik· 
To be in agreement with (3.1), we have to identify('): 

p,k = G,, * Cnbrs v,r/J,.."·"- p,.,,k], 
e1" = G1, * c,,, V,[e,,,,-e,.,,"]<,">. 

We derive now the formula for~ starting immediately from (2.10): 

(3.28) "'·" = - f ds,U,c,.,,, V, V"G,,± f ds" U,c,.,,,V, V6 G1, = 
s s 

= J [.tr. a~. -dr• a~.Ju.c ... ,v.o,, 
s 

-f [ds6 U,.,a:-ds"U,.,,]c,,,,V,G,,+ f ds"U1 <53(x-~ 
s s 

= f dC.ebkll U,c,.,,, V,G,,- f [ds~ u ... a:-ds" U,.,,]c,.,,, v.G,, +Pn" 
L S 

thus: 

(3.29) {J11, = f dC.e,",u,.c,.,,,V,G,,- J [ds,U,.,~:-ds~;U,.,,]c,.,,,V,G,,. 
L S 

The first term of the above expression is continuous on S, the second one is at least disconti
nuous on S and does not have the singularities of the delta function type. 

6) Here ± means the simultaneous addition and subtraction of a term. 
7) Here < ik > means the symmetrisation of the whole expression with respect to indices i, k. 
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We can generalize formulae (3.24), (3.25), (3.26) and (3.27)h 2 to the arbitrary distri
bution of defects and the plastic distortion field corresponding to it. 

The u field given by (3.24) is a solution of the equation: 

(3.30) 

From this it follows that the elastic field e satisfies the equation: 

(3.31) 

The above important result can be obtained also by direct calculation: 

(3.32) c;krmCnbrs V" Vs [f ds.,. UnG,,,b- f dsbU,.G,,,..] = 
s s 

= cilc,.,.V" J ds.,. U, t)3(x-~- t),,c.b,v.J dsbU.d3(x-~ = 0. 
s s 

By a we indicate the elastic stress due to the elastic strain e: 

(3.33) 

Thus: 

(3.34) Guc.t = 0. 

When solving the problem of stresses due to initial deformations, we always assume the 
Eq. (3.34) for the elastic stress due to initial deformation. Here we find some justification 
for this procedure, since for a surface defect, which is a fundamental form ofinitial deform
ation, the part of the stress which has the interpretation of elastic stress satisfies the 
Eq. (3.34) identically. 

When we have to deal with an incompatible medium, which we describe by incompat
ible elastic fields, we take the Eq. (3.34) together with the constraints equations as the 
basic set of equations of the theory. Let us consider the medium with dislocations, which 
can be described in terms of elastic distortion field '· The set of equations 

(3.35)1 

(3.35h 

has to be simultaneously satisfied. Multiplying (3.35)2 by Eu" we obtain: 

(3.36) 

Now, we differentiate (3.35)1 : 

(3.37) 0 = Crklmvk V,e,.,. = CiklmVk v,p,, 

= CitrmVk V .,.P~s +c;~c.rmVk[/JI.,.,s- Prs.-1· 

From (3.36), (3.37) follows the equation of the Lame type for the field (a: 

(3.38) 

The particular solution of (3.38) has the form: 

(3.39) 

5* 
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1006 E. KOSSECKA 

and is equivalent to: 

{3.40) fJis = Gij * CjumV kf.pls,m~
0

fJim,s], 
which is in agreement with (3.27)1 • 

We present here the formal solution of the Eq. (3.38) in terms of the Green function G. 
It is known that for most of the anisotropic bodies, G is not known in the closed form. 
However, for some cases of special geometry-for example the rectilinear screw dislocation 
perpendicular to the symmetry surface (see [21])- it is possible to find the solution of 
(3.38) in the closed form. 

The set of equationG: 

(3.41) l(Ui,k) = eik +etk } o 

0 = Ut = Gtr * Cnbrsenb,s 
O'tk,k = = Cttlmelm,&: 

is also postulated in thermoelasticity. Initial strain e is given there as a function of the tem
perature. However, there is a difference in the interpretation of the quantities we deal with, 
since in thermoelasticity u and a are the real quantities, while e and e are the subsidiary 
ones; whereas in the defect theory e and a are the real quantities, while u and e are the 
subsidiary ones. 

4. The incompatibility problem 

4.1. GeOmetry 

From (3.27h we conclude that the elastic strain field e, and therefore also the elastic 
stress a, can be represented in terms of e alone. Moreover, it is e which describes the state 
of the body and which appears in the equations of equilibrium. It is important thus to derive 
the constraints equations for thee field when the plastic e field is prescribed. When we have 
to deal with defects, the e field is given as the symmetric part of (3.2), but the formulae 
derived in this section are applicable to any problem with initial strains e. 

The following identity for the derivatives of the u field takes place: 

(4.1) 
1 1 1 

Ut,km = T[Ut,tm+Ut,I.:J+ T[U;,mk+um,ik]- 2[Ut,mt+Um,kt]. 

Inserting into the above formula the expression u<t,t> = e1" +et"' we obtain: 

(4.2) 

and 

(4.3) 

Simultaneously, 

(4.4) 

Subtracting (4.4) from (4.3), we obtain: 

(4.5) 

In view of the antisymmetry in the indices (i, k), (/,m), we can write (4.5) in the form: 

(4.6) 
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This is the basic constraints equation for the e field in the presence of initial (plastic) e field. 
When there are only elastic deformations in the medium, (e = 0), (4.5) is the classical de 
Saint Venant compatibility equation for the strain field. We define the incompatibility 
tensor 'l (the definition of 'l is due to Kroner i18]): 

(4.7) 

The constraints equation (4.6) for the field e now takes the form: 

From the definition (4.7) it follows that 'l is a symmetric tensor and that the divergence 
of 'l is equal to zero: 

(4.9) 'Y/i},j = o. 
Let us now explain the role of the incompatibility tensor. 

Since a vector field can be represented as the sum of the gradient of a scalar field and the 
rotation of the vector field, a symmetric tensor can be represented as the sum of the symmet
ric part of a gradient of a vector field and the ''double rotation" of a symmetric tensor field 
(see [18, 19]). We derive such a representation. for thee field. We make use ofthe identity: 

(4.10) 

We have thus: 

If we define 

(4.12h 

and take into account the definition (4.7), (4.11) takes the form: 

(4.13) 

The term (/J<i,k> can be considered as due to the displacement field (/J, the second term 
describing the incompatibility of the field e. As will be seen, only the incompatibility of the 
initial strain e gives rise to the elastic strain e. 
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Let us now calculate ~ in terms of dislocation density a and disclination density 8. 
Taking into account (4.7) and (3.20)., 2 , we obtain (see (16)): 

(4.14) 1/IJ = e,.lr;,ej,.,. Vt V,..e,,. 

= e,~r;,e1,.,. V~r;[e,,.,,.±e,,. .. ,e .. ,.] 

= -e," V"a.'i +e'"' V~r;[,eJ,- ~J,,eaal 

= - e;~r;ra.rJ ,t-8 Ji + EiJt V t ,e .... , 

{4.15) 1JtJ = -[e;~r;ra.rJ,l+Oi;](iJ>· 

For a single disclination line,~ is concentrated at the line only. 
Where there are only disclinations present in the medium, 

{4.16) 1/lj = - Sftla.lj,l(lj) • 

4.2. 'lbe elastic strain field 

The incompatibility problem for the elastic medium is thus formulated as follows. 
The medium with incompatibilities satisfi~ the following set of equations: 

(4.17)1 

(4.17) 

aiJ,J = 0, 

The first is the equilibrium equation, the second is the constraints equation. The method 
of solution of the set of equations (4.17)h (4.17)2 was presented in [9]. Here we shall find 
the elastic strain due to incompatibilities by making use of the formula (3.27h, where e 
is given in terms of e: 
(4.18) 

From ( 4.13) it follows that: 

(4.19) e ..... -e~ •.• = .... , ... ,e~ •.• = {! !'1'1 .... +'1' •. 1 .. -'1'1.~-'l'·."l 

- ... ,.,.,.,.. •• dv.v.v,'l••} * ;,. = { ~ 19' .... ~-'l'·.•ll 

-• ..... ,..v.[V. v.'l.,-v,v,'I.,J} * ;,. . 
The divergence of ~ is equal to zero, L1r = 2, we thus obtain: 

r 

(4.20) 

We insert (4.20) into (4.18): 

1 
(4.21) e,s = Gij * Cjtlm Vt V,q}(•,lll] +G,, * 4nr * Cjldm V~r;e.,.pealb Va1Jbp· 

We make use now of (2.8) and the defiinition of the K tensor (2.19)2 : 

( 4.22) e~a = q}[l,•] + Klj * c jllm V" V 11 e • .,p Ealb 1/bp (Is). 
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The asymmetric term 4'£1,.1 does not contribute, thus 

(4.23) 

It is evident from the above formula, that in the static case only the incompatibility ofthe 
initial strain gives rise to the elastic strain e. However, to reconstruct u we need to know e 
and e, not only e and YJ. 

We define the incompatibility source tensor I (introduced by SIMMONS and BULWUGH 

[20]): 

(4.24) 

Then 

(4.25 

For the isotropic medium, the I tensor can easily be calculated and is equal: 

(4.26) { 
2(A+,u) } r 

11•6, = - tS.s6 tS1,LI + d,. tSb,L1- A + 2,u tSbp V, V. · 8n . 

Therefore, 

(4.27) 

This is the well known KRONER solution, presented in [18]. 
From ( 4.23) and ( 4.15) the following expression for the strain field due to a disclination 

follows: 

(4.28) 

(4.29) 

e~s = -K,J * CjtdmVt VaesmpBarb[ebrll V,rx,.p+Obp-epbr Vr"GGJ(Is) 

= -KIJ * CJklmVt Vae..,p[Va fXrp-Vr fX.ap+earbObp] 

+ Kij * c jklm V k V 11 [ elll.S V"' ;eGG- Balm Vs "IIG](is) 

= Gij * Cjtlm VtBsmpfXrp+KIJ * Cjtlm Vt VaesmpBJab Obp 

If for the rectilinear disclination its line L coincides with the rotation axis, « = 0, and e 
depends on 8 only. 

5. Conclusions 

We have demonstrated the transitions from the theory of surface defects in the displace
ment description to the theories making use of the ideas of elastic and plastic deformations 
and what is called the incompatibility problem. In every formulation the theory breaks 
up into the conditions referring the form of elastic deformation (we call them here the geo
metric conditions), which ar~ the constraints equations for the elastic fields, and the con
ditions of elastic equilibrium, together with the method of evaluating the elastic fields 
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when the constraints are prescribed. Formal solutions of the equilibrium equations are 
constructed by means of the Green tensor·oftbe.medium with a given symmetry. The phys
ical quantities-the appropriate elastic fields-we express by . means of physical source 
functions, the · densities of the appropriate defects. In. the incompatibility problem, the 
source quantity is the incompatibility ot the initial strain.-

In the second part of this work, we shall discuss the dynamic problems of the medium 
with defects. 
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